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In some immobilized enzyme systems the steady state of substrate concentration 
may suddenly change from a low profile to a high profile or vice versa when the 
physical parameters of the systems pass through certain critical values. This phenom- 
enon is due to the transition from a unique solution to multiple solutions (or vice 
versa) of the enzyme reaction equation. This problem is studied by considering two 
physical parameters which represent the internal reaction mechanism and the 
external influence on the boundary of the reaction-diffusion medium. Both analyti- 
cal and numerical results for the problem are presented. The analytical results 
include some sufficient conditions for the existence of multiple steady-state solutions 
as well as a unique solution. Various numerical results of the problem including 
time-dependent solutions and their convergence to steady-state solutions are given. 
t 19X5 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Most of the biochemical reactions are catalyzed by enzymes and in many 
cases, such as in living cells, these reactions interact with diffusion and are 
subjected to the usual law of mass action like other chemical reactions. In 
an irreversible monoenzyme system where free enzyme combines with its 
substrate the substrate concentration u may be described by a reaction- 
diffusion equation in the form (cf. [8]) 
u, - Dv*u = -uf(u) (t ' 0, .x E Q,), (1.1) 
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where &, is a bounded domain in W P ( p = 1,2,. . .) representing the 
diffusion medium, v * is the Laplacian operator, D is the diffusion coeffi- 
cient, and crf is the reaction velocity. On the basis of the Henri-Michaelis- 
Mention derivations the function f is given by 
f(u) = u(1 + u + pa*)-l, 0.2) 
where p and u are positive constants which are associated with various rate 
constants in the process of reactions. Various aspects of Eq. (1.1) and the 
corresponding steady-state problem have been discussed in [2,4,8] for a 
one-dimensional slab geometry and in [9] for a more general domain with a 
similar reaction function f. The books by Banks [2] and Kemevez [8] give 
a comprehensive discussion on the biochemical background and mathemati- 
cal derivation of the problem, including some numerical results of the 
steady-state solutions. In this paper we study the uniqueness and multiplic- 
ity of steady-state solutions of (1.1) with special attention to the multiple 
solutions of the one-dimensional boundary-value problem 
u,, + r-54, = of(u) (0 -e r -c 1) 
u,(O) = 0, 41) = Y, 0.3) 
where y is a positive constant. Although the existence of multiple solutions 
for the enzyme problem has been investigated in [8], the technique used for 
the slab problem (i.e., v 2u = u,,) is difficult to apply to the present system 
(1.3). Using the approach of upper and lower solutions Cohen [5], Parter 
[ll], and Tam [13] investigated the uniqueness and multiplicity of steady- 
state solutions for a chemical reactor model while Williams and Leggett [14] 
treated the multiplicity problem for a similar model using fixed point index. 
Through the construction of suitable upper and lower solutions Brown, 
Ibrahim, and Shivaji [4] obtained a sufficient condition for the existence of 
multiple solutions for the so-called “S-shaped functions.” The condition 
given in [4] involves an upper and a lower bound of u and is applicable to 
some models in chemical reactor theory but is too rigid for the enzyme 
reaction function f given by (1.2). In fact, numerical results show that the 
interval between the lower and upper bounds of u given in [4] is often 
vacuous when applied to the enzyme problem. In order to overcome this 
difficulty we modify the requirement of upper and lower solutions so that 
these functions can be determined through some piecewise continuous step 
functions. Since the step functions are allowed to have any number of 
discontinuities it gives considerable flexibility in the construction of upper 
and lower solutions, and thereby improves the upper and lower bounds 
of u. 
In addition to the analytic discussion of multiple solutions we discuss 
similar notions of upper-lower solutions and their corresponding monotone 
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sequences for a finite-difference system of the continuous problem. This 
includes the construction of two monotone sequences for the finite- 
difference equations and their convergence to a pair of maximal and 
minimal discrete solutions. Both steady-state and time-dependent problems 
are considered and the corresponding iteration processes are given. On the 
basis of the results for the discrete system we compute the numerical 
solution of the steady-state as well as the time-dependent problem. Special 
attention is given to the multiplicity of steady-state solutions for various 
values of u and y. In the case of time-dependent problems we compute the 
discrete solution for various initial functions until it is sufficiently close to a 
steady-state solution. It is found from this computation that for a certain 
class of initial functions the corresponding time-dependent solution of the 
finite-difference equation always converges to a steady-state solution and its 
convergence is monotonic in time. 
2. MODIFIED UPPER AND LOWER SOLUTIONS 
In order to establish the uniqueness and multiplicity of steady-state 
solutions to the model (1.3) we employ the well-known monotone method 
and a modified version of upper and lower solutions. Without introducing 
any complications we may consider a more general boundary value problem 
in the form 
-v*u = aF(u) (x E %I 
B[u] = a(x)au/av + /3(x)24 = 0 (x E %J, (2.1) 
where F is an arbitrary function in C’(W ‘) (W += [0, cc)), LX&-, is the 
boundary of &, a/& is the outward normal derivative on an,, and (Y, p 
are continuous nonnegative functions with (Y + /3 > 0 on a&. It is easily 
seen from the transformation u + y - u that the enzyme model (1.3) is 
reduced to the form (2.1) with 
F(u) = (y - u)[l +(y - U) + ,u(y - u)‘] -’ (2.2) 
and a(O) = 1, a(l) = 0, p(O) = 0, p(1) = 1. 
Following the idea of [l, 121, a function f is called a regular upper 
solution of (2.1) if f E C2(St,) n C(a,) and satisfies the relation 
-v2fi 2 uF(ii) b E %> 
B[fi] 2 0 (x E aa,). (2.3) 
Similarly, of is called a regular lower solution of (2.1) if u E C*( 9,) n C( &,) 
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and satisfies the reversed inequalities in (2.3). It is well known that if of I fi 
on a,, then there exists at least one solution u(x) of (2.1) such that 
1~1 I ZJ I fi on a, (cf. [l, 121). However, in the above definition of upper and 
lower solutions it is required that fi, u be twice continuously differentiable in 
Q,. This requirement can cause complications in the construction of these 
functions when dealing with multiple steady-state solutions. To eliminate 
this difficulty we weaken the smoothness condition by requiring that k, u be 
twice piecewise continuously differentiable in Q2,. The reason for doing this 
is that if h(x) is a piecewise continuous function in Q2, then the solution 
w(x) of the boundary-value problem 
-v*w = h(x) (x E 52), B[w] = 0 (x E di-&) (2.4) 
is in C1+a(QO) f or some OL > 0. Since the solution of (2.4) can be expressed 
as 
w(x) = jn,G(xlS)h(8 d5, (2.5) 
where G(xl[) is the Green’s function of the operator -V * (under the 
boundary condition in (2.4)), w  becomes a “modified” upper solution if h 
satisfies the relation 
Similarly, )y is a modified lower solution if h satisfies the reversed inequali- 
ties in (2.6). Hence the consideration of piecewise continuous function h(x) 
gives more flexibility in the construction of upper and lower solutions. This 
flexibility is crucial in our search for multiple solutions to the model (1.3). 
In order to justify that the standard monotone method and the associated 
existence-comparison theorem for boundary-value problems remain valid 
when modified upper-lower solutions are used we need to establish a 
similar positivity lemma for functions which are not necessarily in C*(Q,). 
For the purpose of the present problem it suffices to divide the domain P, 
into a finite number of subdomains Qi such that 
s&3 Ql 3 . *. 3 a2, and cm, c Q;-1, i = l,..., N, (2.7) 
where 8Q2, is the boundary of !J;. Motivated by the function given in (2.5) 
we call D a modified upper solution of (2.1) if f E C’(&,) n C(h,) n 
C2(Qi/~i+ i) and satisfies the relation 
-v*fi 2 uF(ii) x E 6 (‘i/‘i+l> 
i=l 
(2.8) 
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where QtN+i is defined as empty. A modified lower solution is defined 
analogously and is denoted by u. Notice that 8, u are in C’(s2,) for each i 
except possibly on the boundary 130,. The usefulness of the modified 
upper-lower solutions depends on the following. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let Q2,, . . . , 9, be a finite number of subdomains of C$, 
satisfying (2.7) and let w  E C’(fit,) n C(a,) n C2(i2,/~i+l) for each i = 
l,...,N. If 
V2WI0 
i 
x E c &vL.l) 
i=o 
B[w] 2 0 (x E JQ,), (2.9) 
where p(x) f 0 on &I,, then w  2 0 on aO. 
Proof. Assume by contradiction that w  has a negative minimum at some 
point x,, E !&, (say w(xo) = m < 0). Then by (2.9) and the maximum 
principle, x0 E ZJ2,; and thus x,, E Hi for some i # 0. Applying the maxi- 
mum principle in P, shows that either w(x) = m on & or x0 E K$. In the 
latter case, ~‘w(x~)/&J~ < 0 with respect to any outward directional deriva- 
tive a/&, on a$. But w  E C’(s2,) and Qi c Go, the minimum property of 
w(xo) requires that aw(x,)/av, = 0. This implies that w(x) = m on ni. 
Since a part (or the whole) of JQi is in the interior of 52,-i and w  = m on 
Jai the same reasoning shows that w(x) = m on a,-r. Continuation of the 
above arguments leads to the conclusion w(x) = m on a,,, which is absurd. 
This proves the lemma. 
Remark 2.1. It is easily seen that the result of Lemma 2.1 is true for 
more general uniformly elliptic operators in the form 
Lw = Z6 a,,(X)‘%,x, + ,c16iwx, + C(X)“’ 9 
i.]=l 1 
where c 2 0 with either c f 0 in P, or p f 0 on X4,. It is also true for 
functions in the Sobolev space w2,P(Sto) when c < 0 (cf. [3]). 
Using the result of Lemma 2.1 and the modified upper-lower solutions 
ii, u we can construct two monotone sequences from the standard iteration 
scheme 
-v 224(m) + Mu’“’ = A4dm-1) + oF( u(m-1)) (x E 9,) 
B[u’“‘] = 0 (x E Jfi2,), (2.10) 
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where M 2 0 is any constant satisfying 
M2 max{aF’(u),u 5 u 5 i(}, 
Denote these two sequences by {tick)} (with Z(O) = ic) and { gck)} (with 
u(O) = EC), respectively. Then standard monotone argument using the result 
of Lemma 2.1 leads to the following existence-comparison theorem (cf. 
t1,5,7,w 
THEOREM 2.1. Let f, u be modi$ed upper and lower solutions of (2.1) such 
that u s ii and let F, exist and be boundedfor u I u I ii. Then the sequence 
{ii converges monotonically from above to a maximal solution U while the 
sequence { uCm)} converges monotonically from below to a minimal solution u. 
Moreover, 
If, in addition, ii f _u and the boundary-value problem 
-v*+ = aF’(z(x))+ (x E Qo) 
~[44 = 0 b E JQO) (2.12) 
has no nontrivial solution when z = ii and z = u then there exists a third 
solution u* such that u I u* I ii. 
In the iteration process (2.10) the initial iteration is not necessarily in 
C*( Q,). However, the corresponding iterations Ecrn) or gtrn) are in C2+a( fro) 
for each m = 1,2,. . . . In fact, they are regular upper and lower solutions as 
is shown in the following. 
COROLLARY. For each m = 1,2,. . . , Gcrn) 1s a regular upper solution and 
~4~“‘) is a regular lower solution. - 
Proof Since ticm’, g(m) are in C *+“(Q,) n C(il,) for every m = 1,2,. . . , 
it suffices to show that Utrn) and g(m) satisfy the required inequalities in 
(2.3). Indeed, from the iteration process (2.10), the monotone property of 
UC”‘), and the choice of M, we have 
_ v *E(m) = M( $m-1’ _ $6) + u( F( &“-1’) - F( fib’)) 
+ aF( GCrn)) 2 aF( uCm)) 
B[ii’“‘] = 0. 
This shows that Ucrn) is a regular upper solution. The proof for u (m) is the 
same. 
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The above corollary shows that except for the initial iteration u(O), which 
is not necessary in C*(Q,), the monotone sequences obtained in Theorem 
2.1 as well as the corresponding maximal and minimal solutions possess the 
same property as the case with C* initial iterations. 
3. MULTIPLE STEADY-STATE SOLUTIONS 
In this section we investigate the question of uniqueness and multiplicity 
of solutions to the problem (2.1) with special attention to the enzyme model 
(1.3). Throughout this section we assume that F satisfies the following basic 
hypothesis: 
(H,) There exists a constant y > 0 such that F(y) = 0, F E C’([O, y]), 
and F( -q) 2 0 for 17 E [0, y]. 
The above hypothesis is clearly satisfied by the function in (2.2) and it 
ensures that ir = y, EC = 0 are regular upper and lower solutions. In view of 
Theorem 2.1, problem (2.1) has at least one solution u(x) with 0 I U(X) I y. 
To ensure the existence of multiple solutions we construct some modified 
upper-lower solutions ti, w  such that 0 I ii, I ty I y and % f w. To achieve 
this goal we take two piecewise continuous nonnegative functions 
h,(x), h*(x) in fit, and construct two functions IV,, W, from the boundary- 
value problem 
-v*w, = hi (x E i-J,), B[%] = 0 (x E m,), i = 1,2. 
(3.1) 
Define 
p1 = ,“t”i [hlb)/F(Wl(x))l~ p2 = xizi [h2(x)/f’(W(x))1. 
0 0 
(3.2) 
If h,, h, can be chosen such that p1 I p2 then for p1 I u I p2 problem 
(2.1) has multiple solutions. Specifically, we have the following. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let h 1, h 2 be any piecewise continuous functions in L-2, with 
h, 2 h 2 2 0, h, + h 2 and let W,, W, be the corresponding solution of (3.1) 
such that W, 5 y. Assume that (Hi) holds and p1 -< p2. Then for any 
u E [pl, p2], W,, W, are modified upper and lower solutions and the problem 
(2.1) has at least two distinct solutions ii, u such that 
0 I Id(x) -< w*(x) 5 W,(x) 5 U(x) I y. (3.3) 
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If, in addition, the boundary value problem (2.12) has only the trivial solution 
(p = 0 when z = ii and z = g then there exists a third solution u* such that 
g I u* I ii. 
Proof. It is easily seen from (3.1) and the hypothesis on h,, h, and WI 
that 0 I W, I WI < y. In view of (3.2) and (Hi), 
-v *WI = h, I p,F(W,) < oF(W,), B[ WJ = 0 
- v2W2 = h, 2 p,F(W,) > aF(W,), B[W*] = 0. 
This relation implies that WI, W, are modified lower and upper solutions. 
Since h, f h, and 
-v*(W, - W,) = h, - h, 2 0 (a.e. in a,), 
Lemma 2.1 ensures that W, f W, on h,. Hence by considering (ti, 9) = 
(W,, 0) and (ii, e) = (y, W,), respectively, in Theorem 2.1 there exist solu- 
tions zl and ii such that 0 I u I W,, WI 5 U < y. This proves the conclu- 
sion in (3.3). The existence of a third solution u* also follows from Theorem 
2.1. 
It is seen from Theorem 3.1 that for the existence of multiple solutions it 
is necessary to find suitable functions h,, h, such that pi I p2. A common 
choice of these functions is given by 
h,(x) = 1 (x E S&,) and h*(x) = 
1 (x=w 
0 (x E ~O/~l)? 
(3.4) 
where Pi is a proper subdomain of P,. With these choices of h,, h, the 
corresponding solution of (3.1) is given by W, = g,, W, = g,, where 
go(x) = s, G(xl5) d-6, dx> = 0 JI, G(xlt) 4.2 (3.5) 
Clearly, W, 2 W, and W, $ W,. In order to obtain suitable lower and 
upper solutions we need to impose the following conditions on F: 
(H,) (i) There exist positive constants yi, qz, n* with ni < q, < n* < y 
such that F’(g) 2 0 for q E (0, q*) and 
771/Fh) = sup (u/F(v)), 92mJ2) = inf (v/F(v)). 
ocusq* q,lusq* 
(ii) There exists a constant Q E (q*, y) such that F(q) 2 F(qz) for 
72 5 9 2 773, where y is the constant in (Hi). 
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FIG. 1. Graph of the function F(TJ) in (2.2). 
Notice that for some y. > 0 the hypotheses in (H,) and (Hz) are all 
satisfied by the function F(U) in (2.2) when y 2 yO, where q*, qi (i = 1,2,3) 
are shown in Fig. 1. For notational convenience we set 
M, = max{ g,(x); x E a,}, m, = mm{ g,(x); x E Q,}, i = 0,l 
P = v2(mlF(q2))Y1, P* = %(Moeh))-l, (3.6) 
where g,, g, are the functions given by (3.5). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let M,, mi, p, p* be the constants given by (3.6) and let 
(H,), (HJ hold. Zf MI/m, I q3/q2 and p I p* then for any u E [p, p*] 
problem (2.1) has at least two solutions ii(x), u(x) such that 
0 5 E(X) s (vl/A40)so(x) < (~2/&)gl(x) 5 U(x) 2 yen 4. 
(3.7) 
Proof Let it = (ql/Mo)go, 1~ = (q,/m,)g,. Then by (Hz), ii, < q1 I ?I* 
and thus F(G) I F(Q. In view of (3.6) and the hypothesis on u, 
-Dv2ti = (q/M,) = p*F(ql) 2 aF(@) (x E no> 
B[tiq = 0 (x E m,). 
Hence ii, is a (regular) upper solution. To show that w  is a modified lower 
solution it suffices to verify the reversed inequality in (2.8) for x E S& since 
this requirement is trivially satisfied for x E PO/O,. Now by the hypothesis 
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in the theorem, q2 I w  I T)*M~/M~ I n3, whichimplies that F(q2) I F(w). 
It follows from u 2 p that 
-Dv*w = 772/m, = PF(TJ*)< aF(p) b E 4). 
Hence w  is a modified lower solution. Finally, from the property qig,/M, 
I vi c TJ* I q2g,/m, we have it < F. The conclusion in (3.7) follows 
immediately from Theorem 2.1. 
The result of Theorem 3.2 improves the conditions of a theorem in [4] and 
is useful for the chemical reactor model discussed in [5,11,13,14]. However, 
for the enzyme reaction model (1.3) the condition p s p* can be extremely 
restrictive. Consider, for example, the one-dimensional model (2.1) where F 
is given by (2.2) (with y = 70, ~1 = 0.1). The Green’s function G is given by 
G(G) = t(P - lwt), O<r<E<l, 
= t(P - logr), 0151r11. (3.8) 
By dividing the interval (0,l) into Q2, = (0,0.6), Q, = (0.6,l) the corre- 
sponding p, p* are given respectively by 1484 and 645, which leads to a 
vacuous interval [p, p*]. This drawback is due to the fact that the constants 
M,, m, defined in (3.6) are too conservative for the estimate of u. To 
overcome this difficulty we apply the result of Theorem 3.1 by giving a 
refined estimate of pl, p2. This is done by partitioning the domain a0 = (0,l) 
into a large number of subintervals and choosing suitable piecewise step 
functions hi(x). Our preliminary investigation involves some subintervals 
ranging from 3 to 20 partitions. For example, for the 3 subintervals 
52, = (0,0.6), tit, = (0.6,0.8), and Q3 = (0.8,1) with hi = 1,1/2,0 in Qi, 
i = 1,2,3, the values of pi, p2 are computed as 1291 and 706, respectively. 
When the number of subintervals is increased to 10 and then to 20, a 
tedious calculation, using some suitable values of hi, leads to p1 = 796 and 
p1 = 816, respectively. (No computation is done for p2.) Although the 
values of pl, p2 are improved it does not seem sufficient to ensure the 
existence of multiple solutions. In order to continue the improvement of 
pl, p2, we find it necessary to have a computer code for the computation of 
pr, p2 as well as S, w. This is done for 100 equal subintervals of the domain 
Q2, = (0,l). With a suitable choice of hi, h, which is based on the graph of 
the Green’s function G, the property of the function f, and some numerical 
result of a finite difference equation, we finally obtain the result p1 = 817, 
pz = 827. Numerical results for k = y - w, 3 = y - ii, and the correspond- 
ing values of hi, h, are given in Tables IA and B. This result demonstrates 
that for 817 I u I 827 the enzyme problem (1.3) must have multiple 
solutions. 
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TABLE IA 
Numerical Values of D and u 
(i)G(x,)=70-y(r,),r,=i/lOO,i=O,1,2 ,._., 99 
0.0888. 0.0904, 0.0951. 0.1032, 0.1150, 0.1311, 0.1520, 0.1788, 0.2127, 0.2549 
0.3071, 0.3714, 0.4497, 0.5444. 0.6580, 0.7930, 0.9517, 1.1365, 1.3493. 1.5920 
1.8657, 2.1715. 2.5099, 2.8811. 3.2848, 3.7206, 4.1877, 4.6853. 5.2122, 5.7673 
6.3494, 6.9571, 7.5891, 8.2443, 8.9212, 9.6186, 10.335, 11.071, 11.823, 12.591 
13.354; 14.172, 14.983, 15.806, 16.641; 17.487. 18.343, 19.209, 20.084, 20.967 
21.857, 22.754, 23.657, 24.566, 25.481, 26.400, 27.324, 28.253, 29,185, 30.121 
31.061, 32.003, 32.949, 33.898, 34.849, 35.803, 36.758, 37.716, 38.676, 39.637 
40.600, 41.564, 42.530, 43.497, 44.465, 45.434, 46.404, 47.376, 48.350, 49.325 
50.301, 51.279, 52.258, 53.238, 54.218, 55.200, 56.183, 57.166, 58.150, 59.125 
60.120, 61.106, 62.093, 63.080, 64.068, 65.056, 66.044, 67.033, 68.022, 69.011 
(ii) g(q) = 70 - iu(r,), r, = i/100, i = 0,1,2,.. ,99 
15.761, 15.769, 15.793, 15,832, 15.866, 15.957. 16.043, 16.144, 16.261, 16.393 
16.540, 16.703, 16.880, 17.072, 17.279, 17.500, 17.736, 17.986, 18.251, 18.529 
18.821, 19.126, 19.444, 19.776, 20,121, 20.478, 20.848, 21.230, 21.624, 22.030 
22.448, 22.877, 23.318, 23.769, 24.240, 24.704, 25.187, 25.680, 26.183, 26.696 
27.218, 27.750, 28.290, 28.840, 29.398, 29.965, 30.540, 31.124, 31.715, 32.314 
32.921, 23.535, 34.156, 34.785, 35.420, 36.062, 36.711, 37.367, 38.028, 38.696 
39.370. 40.050, 40.735, 41.427, 42.123, 42.825, 43.533, 44.245, 44.963, 45.685 
46.412, 47.144. 47.881, 48.621, 49.367, 50.116, 50.870, 51.628, 52.390, 53.155 
53.925, 54.698, 55.475, 56.255, 57.039, 57.827, 58.617, 59.411, 60.208, 61.009 
61.812, 62.618, 63.428, 64.240, 65.055, 65.872, 66.693, 67.516, 68.341. 69.169 
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TABLE IB 
Numerical Values of h, and h 2 
(i) h,(r,)forr,=i/lOO,i=0,1,2 ,..., 99 
63.07, 63.07, 65.23, 69.61, 76.34. 85.59, 97.59, 112.57, 130.74, 152.24 
177.05. 205.00, 235.64, 268.28, 301.98, 335.63, 368.06, 398.13. 424.91. 447.69 
466.06, 479.90, 489.31, 494.60, 496.18. 494.55, 490.20, 483.65, 475.32, 465.65 
454.99, 443.64, 431.84, 419.82, 407.73; 395.70, 383.83, 372.20, 360.87, 349.87 
339.23. 328.97, 319.09, 309.60, 300.49, 291.75, 283.39, 275.37, 367.70, 252.02 
244.99, 238.27, 231.93, 225.67. 219.77, 214.12, 208.71, 203.52, 198.54. 193.76 
189.18, 184.77, 180.55, 176.48, 172.57, 168.81, 165.19, 161.70, 158.34, 155.11 
151.98, 148.97, 146.06, 143.25, 140.54, 146.26, 143.72, 148.26, 138.89, 136.58 
134.36. 132.20, 130.10, 128.07, 126.10, 124.19, 122.33, 120.52, 118.77, 117.07 
115.41. 113.80, 112.23, 110.71, 109.22, 107.77, 106.36. 104.99, 103.95, 102.34 
(ii) h,(r,)forr,=i/100,i=0,1,2 ,..., 99 
313.33. 313.24, 312.99, 312.56, 311.97, 311.21, 310.29, 309.21, 307.98, 306.59 
305.06, 303.39, 301.57, 299.66, 297.60, 295.41, 293.16, 290.78, 288.31, 285.75 
283.11, 280.40. 277.62, 274.79, 271.90, 268.97, 266.00, 263.00, 259.97, 256.92 
253.86, 250.78. 247.70, 244.62, 241.54, 238.47, 235.41, 232.36, 229.33, 226.32 
223.33, 220.37, 217.44. 214.53, 211.66, 208.82, 206.01, 203.24, 200.50, 197.81 
195.14, 192.52, 189.94, 167.40. 184.89, 182.43, 180.00. 177.61, 175.27, 172.96 
170.69, 168.47. 166.28. 164.12, 162.01, 159.93, 157.89, 155.89, 153.93, 152.00 
150.10, 148.24, 146.41, 144.62, 142.86, 141.13, 139.43, 137.76, 136.13, 134.52 
132.95, 131.40, 129.88, 128.39. 126.93. 125.49, 124.08. 122.69, 121.33, 119.99 
118.68, 117.39, 116.12, 114.88, 113.66, 112.46, 111.28, 110.12, 108.98, 107.86 
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We next investigate the uniqueness question of the enzyme problem. For 
simplicity we only consider the model in (1.3) and show that for small or 
large values of u, y this problem has exactly one nonnegative solution. The 
magnitudes of u, y are determined by the least eigenvalue A, > 0 of the 
eigenvalue problem 
v2qJ + A+ = 0 (x E a,>, B[$] = 0 (x 6% aa,) (3.9) 
and the constants 
K = max{ -f’(q);0 5 17 I y}, K, = max{ If’(v)]; 0 5 71s y} 
MO = max 
i/ 
G,(xl(‘) d.$‘; x E S?,, , m, = 1 - aK,M, 
%I 1 
(3.10) 
where G,, is the Green’s function of the operator (- v2 + Ku) under the 
boundary condition B[G] = 0. We recall that the function f in (1.2) has the 
property 
f’(q) 2 0 for 17 5 p-l/* and f’(q) 5 0 for 17 2 ~~~1~. 
THEOREM 3.3. The problem (1.3) has exact& one nonnegative solution 
when any one of the following conditions holds: (i) 0 < A, K-‘, (ii) y < p-l/*, 
and (iii) u and y satisfy the relation 
(3.11) 
Proof: Since ii = y, u = 0 are upper and lower solutions, problem (1.3) 
has a maximal solution U(X) and a minimal solution g(x) such that 
0 < u I U I y. In fact, all nonnegative solutions of (1.3) must be in the 
interval [0, y]. For if u(x) is a nonnegative solution which has a maximum 
value at xi E a, with #(xi) > y then from the relation 
v*u = q(x)u witha,(x) = a[1 + u + /ALU*]-~ 2 0 
and the maximum principle we must have x1 E cXJ, and Ju(x,)/dv > 0. 
But this contradicts the boundary condition in (1.3) and therefore U(X) I y. 
In view of the maximal and minimal properties of Ii, u the uniqueness result 
willbeprovenif 2 = u.Toshowthiswelet w  = U - u 2 O.ThenO I w  I y 
and 
v*w = uf’@)w 2 -aKw, B[w] = 0, (3.12) 
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where u I ir 5 ii. Hence if UK < A, then w  = 0. Similarly, since 0 I 2 I y 
and f’(n) 2 0 for 0 < n I p-1/2 we see from (3.12) that w  = 0 when 
y < CL- ‘12. This proves the conclusion of the theorem when either (i) or (ii) 
holds. To show the case when u, y satisfy (3.11) we first construct a function 
u(x) from the linear boundary-value problem 
v2u = aK,u (x E s&), B[u] = 1 (x E aa,). (3.13) 
By the maximum principle the solution u of (3.13) satisfies 0 c u(x) 5 1 
and u,,, = min{ u(x); x E Go} is positive. Let u = yu. Then from f(0) = 0 
we have 
v2zj = uK,tj = uf(t4) + u(K, -fQ))zj 2 u!(g), 
where 0 I ic I I?. This implies that u is a lower solution of (1.3). By 
Theorem 2.1 with ii = y, u = yu, problem (1.3) has a maximal solution f 
and a minimal solution u such that 
0 < yu, I vu(x) 2 u(x) I c(x) 5 Y b E w. 
Clearly the function w  = ii - y satisfies the equations in (3.12) for some 
u I ic I tr. Since the solution u of (3.13) is given by 
we see from yu,,, I fi < y and (3.11) that uf(ic) > -A,. It follows that 
v 2 w  > - X,w and therefore w  = 0. To complete the proof of the theorem 
we need to show that every nonnegative solution u must have the property 
u 2 yu. Indeed, by the relation (3.13) the function wi = u - yu satisfies 
B[w,] = 0 and 
-v2w1 + uK,w, = uK,u - uf(u) = u(K, -jQ))u 2 0, 
where 0 5 ir < u. This ensures that u 2 yu, which completes the proof of 
the theorem. 
4. NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS 
In this section we give some numerical results for the solution of the 
enzyme problem (1.3) where f(u) is given by (1.2). These results are based 
on the monotone method for a corresponding finite-difference system which 
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is a discrete version of the continuous system (1.3). Both steady-state and 
time-dependent problems are considered and the steady-state solutions are 
computed either directly or indirectly as the limit of the time-dependent 
problem. By letting h = l/M, k = T/N, ri = ih, t, = nk, ui = u(r,), ui,n 
= u(T,, t,), where M, N, i, n are integers, the finite-difference equations for 
the steady-state problem are in the form (cf. [6, lo]) 
(Au; + r;+i6uj) = uf( u;), i = O,l, . . . , M, 
u-1 = u1, u/w+1 = Y (4.1) 
while the equations for the time-dependent problem (with D = 1) are given 
by 
k-‘(ui,n - u~,~-~) -(Aqn + r;;‘,6u;) = -uf(ui) 
U-1.” = %,?I, ‘M+l,n = Y 
uj.0 = Jl;, 
(4.2) 
where i = 0, 1,2,. . . , M, n = 1,2,. . . , N. In the systems (4.1), (4.2) the 
function f is given by (1.3) and 6, A are the first and second order 
difference operator given by 
6~; = h-‘(w;+l - w,), Aw; = h-‘(w,,, - 2wi + w,J. 
We remark that in the time-dependent problem (4.2) it is crucial to use the 
backward approximation for the time-derivative term. 
Using the idea of upper and lower solutions exactly the same way as for 
the continuous system, one can obtain monotone sequences for the discrete 
system (4.1) from the iteration scheme 
( Auim) + ri;‘,,‘juj”‘) + uujm) = u [ Ujm-‘) + f (2.4;~-“)I, 
@y-“1’= g”’ ug$ = y, 
m = 1,2,... , 
(4.3) 
Denote the sequences obtained from (4.3) with ui”) = ti, and u!“) = u, by 
{ U$“)}, { ZA(~)}, respectively, where iii and ci are upper and lower solutions 
of (4.1). Then by a result of [lo] we have the following conclusion analogous 
to that in Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let ir,, ui be upper and lower solutions of (4.1) with 
5, 2 ki 2 0. Then the sequence { iii”)} converges monotonically from above to 
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a maxima~s~~ution Eii an~t~esequen~e ui cotaverges mon5toni~a~~yf~om resow 
to a minimalsolution ui of (4.1). Moreover 
For the discrete time-dependent problem (4.2) the iterative scheme is 
given by 
The sequences obtained from (4.5) with undo = k. and u$“?, = ui n are again 
denoted by { Gi,z,“n’ ) and ( u!,Z~ ), respectively. .%t as for the steady-state 
problem we have the following conclusion from [lo]. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let i2i,n, gi,n be upper and lower solutions of (4.2) with 
‘t,n 2 If&n 2 0. Then the se~ence {Gf",'} converges monotonically from 
above to a solution iii n , and the sequenle { ~i,:~} converges monotonically 
from below to a solution gi “, and 
If, in addition, k-’ > CI then ZJ,,, = iii,, and is the unique solution of (4.2) 
satisbing (4.6). 
On the basis of the results of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 we compute numerical 
solutions for the discrete problem (4.1) and (4.2). In fact, the sequence of 
iterations in either (4.3) or (4.5) can be obtained by solving a linear system 
of algebraic equations in the form .&lJ(“) = F(U(“- I)), where .c&’ is a 
tridiagonal matrix and 9(U(m-1) ) is known from the previous iteration. In 
the computation of the time-dependent solution the value of ui,# is com- 
puted until it ‘is sufiiciently close to a steady-state solution. It is found as 
expected that in both steady-state and time-dependent problems, the basic 
property of monotone convergence of the two sequences is observed in all 
the numerical calculations. Some of the physical parameters in the calcula- 
tions are fixed as fl = 0.1, h = k = l/20, while u, y are considered as 
variable quantities. In the case of steady-state problems we first fix the value 
of y and compute the solutions of (4.1) for various values of u. We then 
compute the solution for various values of y with a fixed u. Typical 
numerical results with fixed y = 70 and fixed CI = 1000 are given, respec- 
tively, in Tables II and III. 
TABLE II 
Maximal and Minimal Solutions Ui, gi for Fixed y (y = 70, M = 20) 
TABLE III 
Maximal and Minimal Solutions U,, gi with Fixed (I (a = 1000, M = 2( 
42.54 43.25 46.04 49.00 52.75 57.23 62.36 71.13 81 
58.93 59.47 61.62 63.91 70.42 74.56 74.56 81.75 90 
90 
58.90 59.45 61.60 63.89 70.41 74.55 74.55 81.75 90 
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TABLE IV 
Numerical Values of Time-dependent Solutions 
(a) Convergence of u(rit) to Maximal and Minimal Solutions (a = 820, y = 70) 
(i) When $ = 0 and II, = 70 - $ 
i 
i 
aAt 0.2786 1.0970 6.912 13.823 22.085 31.124 40.579 55.175 70 
4 0.2787 1.0972 6.9125 13.623 22.095 31.125 40.579 55.176 70 
22.095 131.125 140.579 155.175 [ 70 
(ii) When 4 = 70 and I/ = 70 - iv 
=4 =7 *9 =11 r13 =15 =1a =21 
Mt 15.957 17.5 22.448 27.318 32.921 29.370 46.412 57.027 70 
2At 34.442 35.101 37.693 40.429 43.900 48.041 52.704 60.885 70 
cat 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 70 
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TABLE IV- Continued 
(b) Convergence of U(T, t) to’Maxima1 and Minimal Solutions (a = 1000, y = 78) 
'4 =7 =9 =11 *13 =15 =18 '21 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.0667 1.924 7.581 16.52 27.28 
0.3470 4.954 12.44 21.99 32.57 
0.3652 5.067 12.59 22.13 32.70 
0.3652 5.067 12.59 22.13 32.70 
0.3653 5.068 12.59 22.14 32.70 
35.88 39.12 42.50 46.77 51.82 
46.98 49.13 51.43 54.39 57.97 62.15 69.47 70 
70 78 78 78 78 78 76 78 
(c) Convergence of U(T, t) to a Unique Solution (a = 1000, y = 90) 
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As is expected from the discussion in the previous section the problem 
(1.3) has multiple solutions when y = 70 and 817 I u s 827. However, our 
numerical result shows that multiple solutions still exist when 810 I u I 880 
and there is a unique solution when either u I 800 or (I 2 890. Hence for 
the case y = 70 there are two bifurcation points for CJ between 800 and 810 
and between 880 and 890. On the other hand, Table III shows that for fixed 
u = 1000, multiple solutions exist when 76 I y I 80 while the solution is 
unique when either y s 75 or y 2 81. This demonstrates that the bifurca- 
tion property of the problem can also be given in terms of the boundary 
data y. In fact, it can be investigated in terms of other physical parameters 
such as p. 
It is well known that the maximal and minimal solutions US, us obtained 
in Theorem 2.1 are stable in the sense of Lyapunov. To demonstrate this 
numerically and to obtain an estimate for the stability region we compute 
the numerical solution of the time-dependent problem (1.1). This is done by 
computing the solution of the discrete version (4.2) for each time step until 
it is sufficiently close to a steady-state solution. Numerical results for some 
typical set of values for u, y (and for At = 1) are given in Tables IVa 
through c. In this calculation various initial functions # are used in order to 
determine the asymptotic limit of the time-dependent solution and the 
extent of the stability region of the corresponding steady-state solution. 
Depending on the initial function the time-dependent solution converges 
either to the maximal solution Ui or to the minimal solution z+ The case of 
a unique steady-state solution is given in Table IVc. It is found in this 
calculation that for this class of initial functions the corresponding time- 
dependent solution of the finite-difference system converges monotonically 
to a steady-state solution. 
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